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By Olaf F. Larson

Penn State University Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 360 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x
1.0in.From 1919 through 1953, the U. S. Department of Agriculture housed the Division of Farm
Population and Rural Lifethe first unit within the federal government established specifically for
sociological research. Distinguished sociologists Charles Galpin and Carl Taylor provided key
leadership for 32 of its 34 years as the Division sought to understand the social structure of rural
America and to do public policy-oriented research. It reached the height of its influence during the
New Deal and World War II as it helped implement modern liberal policies in Americas farming
sector, attempting to counteract the harsh effects of modern industrialism on the rural economy. In
addition, the Division devoted resources to studying both the history and the contemporary state of
rural social life. Sociology in Government offers the first detailed historical account and systematic
documentation of this remarkable federal office. The Division of Farm Population and Rural Life
was an archetypal New Deal governmental body, deeply engaged in research on agricultural
planning and action programs for the disadvantaged in rural areas. Its work continued during
World War II with farm labor and community organization work. Larson and...
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This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel

This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel B a iley-- Isobel B a iley
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